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eResearch Corporation is pleased to provide a commentary courtesy of Urban Carmel of 
The Fat Pitch. 

Detailed information on The Fat Pitch is provided at the end of the article. However, a 
brief overview is provided immediately below, with the article beginning on the next page. 
 

WHAT IS THE FAT PITCH? 
 

Specifically, the Fat Pitch on this site refers to two situations. 
 
First: A Fat Pitch comes at a market turning point.  
Second: The Fat Pitch is a favorable investing environment. 
  

Objectives 

The objective of The Fat Pitch is to provide a structured, quantitative, and empirical 
methodology for evaluating the state of the market. At any point in time, there are a variety of 
factors pulling on the market. We want to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
order to answer two questions: 
 
(1) In which direction should we be investing in the market?  
(2) Are tailwinds behind this direction or are headwinds picking up? 
 

 

eResearch was established in 2000 as Canada's first equity issuer-sponsored research organization. As a 

primary source for professional investment research, our Subscribers (subscription is free!!!) benefit by 

having written research on a variety of small- and mid-cap, under-covered companies. We also provide 

unsponsored research reports on middle and larger-sized companies, using a combination of fundamental 

and technical analysis. We complement our corporate research coverage with a diversified selection of 

informative, insightful, and thought-provoking research publications from a wide variety of investment 

professionals. We provide our professional investment research and analysis directly to our extensive 

subscriber network of discerning investors, and electronically through our website: www.eResearch.ca. 
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March 5, 2017 
 

Weekly Market Summary 
 
Key Similarities and Differences between 2017 and 2013 
 
Summary: 2017 is off to a remarkably similar start to 2013. No two years are ever exactly the 
same, so there is no reason to suggest that 2017 will repeat the 30% gains achieved in 2013. But, 
many of the technical and fundamental similarities between these years suggest that 2017 may 
continue to be a good year. 
 
There are two watch-outs, however, that make 2017 much higher risk than 2013. It is also worth 
recalling that equities fell 3-8% at six different points in 2013. Expecting 2017 to continue to ride 
smoothly higher will probably prove to be a mistake. 

 
* * * * * 

 

2017 is off to a remarkably similar start to 2013. Is it set to be a repeat of that year? It is an 
important question as stocks gained about 30% in 2013. Consider some of the following: 

● 2017, like 2013, is the first year in a new Presidential term. 

● Both years got off to a fast start. By March, SPX had gained 8% in both 2013 and 2017. 

● Both years started by making a string of new all-time highs (ATHs). By the end of February, 
the Dow Industrials had closed at a new ATH 12 days in a row. A similarly rare streak of 10 days 
took place by March 2013. 

● SPX is often weak in February. But the index gained in both January and February in 2013 
and 2017. In the other instances that this has happened since 1945, SPX closed up for the full 
year every time by an average of 24% (more on this here). 

● Both 2013 and 2017 came on the heels of long, volatile periods. SPX dropped 20% in 2011 and 
started 2013 only 2% higher than 18 months earlier. Similarly, SPX dropped 16% in 2016 and 
started 2017 only 5% higher than 18 months earlier. In both years, a dip at the election in 
November caused the market to be oversold; in both years, the market was significantly 
overbought by March (top panel of the following chart).  

 

BW: In this report, you can enlarge any chart by clicking on it with <Ctrl-Click>. 

 

http://fat-pitch.blogspot.com/2017/02/weekly-market-summary_24.html
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That persistent, unrelenting strength in price caused volatility to collapse in both years. VIX 
started 2013 at 15 and fell to 11 by mid-March. This year, VIX started the year at 14 and closed at 
11 on Friday. 

Perhaps most importantly, both years were driven higher by a persistent inflow of money into 
equity ETFs and mutual funds. In both years, fund flows had been consistently negative for a 
year and a half prior to the election, then strongly rebounded. These strong inflows correlate 
with periods of strong performance for the equity indices (chart below from ICI). 

 

 

 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-tQOnVdS9jXI/WLySd8lglxI/AAAAAAAAgog/iK1tUJcFWP8PJ_UX4d5StU38Bs-Q5SOSQCLcB/s1600/SPX%2B2013%2Bvs%2B2017.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-p2wN_TGJWHA/WLyVO25w75I/AAAAAAAAgoo/0jdZefzNAxki8amP6ITeEOuB7iKZOqJOgCLcB/s1600/ICI%2B2%253A22.png
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Economic data was strong and ahead of expectations at the start of both 2013 and 2017 (ovals on 
the chart below). In both cases, this rebound in optimism came after a period of economic 
pessimism (arrows).  

 

 
 
That rebound in economic optimism can also be seen in inflation expectations. In both early 
2013 and 2017, inflation expectations had risen 60 bp over the prior 6 months to a 2-year high. 

 

 

 
 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-u5gWsm6L6r0/WLyYKh3-YoI/AAAAAAAAgo0/wqzcBdnKMwYcAAlSsvIFdJYKOYmPKFADACLcB/s1600/Cesi.png
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-AvOQ5HQ7ugA/WLy9yfmlWGI/AAAAAAAAgqE/TTLe1YzICgo4djz6VY7-iJtm-OHJBJ_cQCLcB/s1600/5%2Byr%2Bbreakeven.png
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In both years, earnings were exiting a period without any growth. Over the 18 months prior to 
the start of 2013, GAAP EPS had declined a net 7%. Over the 18 months prior to the start of 
2017, EPS was dead flat. One difference between these years is that in early 2013, EPS had yet to 
show any rebound in growth; in 2017, EPS is already a year into a strong rebound (from S&P). 

 

 
 
 

 

 

<continued> 

 

 

  

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Y6jpK_uC-lk/WLyczMEzA3I/AAAAAAAAgpA/Op2G3NmY7QEhoFc0VrL2TBLivAvC6EW7gCLcB/s1600/GAAP%2BEPS.png
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Finally, breadth in the equity markets is similar in both 2013 and 2017. About 73% of stocks on 
the NYSE are currently above their 200-dma; for most of the 2013-14 rally, breadth was actually 
lower than now. That was also the case during the 2005-2007 rally in equities (lower panel). 

 

 
 
So, in many ways, both technical and fundamental, the current period looks remarkably similar 
to 2013. That could turn out to be a good omen for equities. But, there are two very important 
differences between these years. 

 

 

 

<continued> 

 

  

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-gpXklDb8QuU/WLyrY16NjVI/AAAAAAAAgpU/KYVROibYsuwnUOyW-xDBFByDtoc6Fa_hACLcB/s1600/Breadth%2B2.png
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The most important difference is that short-term measures of investor sentiment are more 
elevated now than they were in 2013.  

To take one example, the Investors Intelligence survey currently shows nearly 50 percentage 
points more bulls than bears; at this point in 2013, it was only about 30 percentage points and 
would not reach 50 percentage points for a full year. Readings near 50 have previously 
corresponded to weak performance in SPX over the following weeks (shading). 

 

 
 
 

 

<continued> 

 

  

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-rSYkkh8vitc/WLyxDtMGOBI/AAAAAAAAgpg/VGm73TyI9_w7i7gPh-VFeys6S2dngo2JwCLcB/s1600/II%2B2%253A28.png
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Similarly, the Daily Sentiment Index (DSI) exceeded 90 for the first time since late 2013 this 
past week. This is an exceedingly rare level of bullishness; similar readings over 90 in February 
2011, May 2013, and November 2013 corresponded with drops in SPX of 7%, 8%, and 3% in the 
ensuing weeks.  

Again, it took until May in 2013 before sentiment reached current levels (from Gavin Parks). 

 

 
 
The other significant difference between now and 2013 is valuation. Forward Price/Earnings 
was less than 13x at this point in 2013; it is now nearing 18x (from Yardeni). 

 

 

 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-LP3ryWyz1wM/WLy2XW8fISI/AAAAAAAAgps/w46YWYRWZwMYh17P6Qkx9_wdGuuL-_LQQCLcB/s1600/DSI%2B2012-16.png
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-2zzRhQGpV7M/WLy5ZPvkFyI/AAAAAAAAgp4/14wX7fyhn1UvPs0lab6sgyuY57Pe9blWQCLcB/s1600/PE%2Bex%2Benergy.png
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Valuation has almost no correlation to returns over the next year (left chart below), but high 
valuation does imply lower returns beyond that (right chart). Equities can appreciate faster than 
earnings when valuations are below average; when they are above average, returns are 
eventually limited by the growth rate in corporate profits. When that will happen - now, next 
year, or 3 years from now – has, historically, been anyone's guess (from JPM). 

 

 

 
 
 

<continued> 

 

 

  

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-3HhcIktg4hU/WLy6RWyeQzI/AAAAAAAAgp8/7BzVU1E4kbceNkCMn6TCtWf-59Srg83RQCLcB/s1600/PE%2Band%2Bforward%2Breturns.png
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Given the persistent strength of the current uptrend, an important final point is this: while SPX 
gained more than 30% in 2013, it did not get there in a straight line. It fell 3%-8% at six different 
points during the year, usually every other month. While VIX was low in March, like it is now, 
VIX shot to 17-20 multiple times during the year.  

Expecting 2017 to continue to ride smoothly higher will probably prove to be a mistake. 

 

 

 
 
In summary, 2017 is off to a remarkably similar start to 2013. No two years are ever exactly the 
same, so there is no reason to suggest that 2017 will repeat the 30% gains achieved in 2013. But, 
many of the technical and fundamental similarities between these years suggest that 2017 may 
continue to be a good year.  

There are two watch-outs, however, that make 2017 much higher risk than 2013. It is also worth 
recalling that equities fell 3%-8% at six different points in 2013. Expecting 2017 to continue to 
ride smoothly higher will probably prove to be a mistake. 

 
The calendar is light for the week ahead. NFP will be released on Friday. 

 
 

BW: Information on Mr. Urban Carmel and his blog, The Fat Pitch, follows on 

the ensuing page.  

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-9tZ9a3qUj9s/WLzN3udt99I/AAAAAAAAgqU/zXoH5D4UGlQeJAwdOxSjUNxMcpePlS9tQCLcB/s1600/2013.png
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WHAT IS THE FAT PITCH? 
 

In baseball, a fat pitch is a hittable ball. The odds are in your favor. You might miss, but it is a 
situation where you should take a swing of the bat. If you swing at good pitches and avoid the 
crappy ones, you improve your OBP. Once on base, it becomes a running game. 

The stock market serves a lot of curve balls. Now and then there comes a Fat Pitch, your odds-on 
opportunity to swing the bat. So, get on base and then manage your base-runners. 
 

Specifically, the Fat Pitch on this site refers to two situations. 

First: A Fat Pitch comes at a market turning point. It is an identifiable and quantifiable 
capitulation point where sellers or buyers have become exhausted and panic or euphoria is at an 
extreme. The Fat Pitch here is measured by a combination of (in no particular order): put-
call, Trin, NYMO, sentiment, fund cash balances, major accumulation or distribution, volume, 
price relative to Bollinger bands, volatility, and consecutive days in a row in one direction. 
Swinging the bat without popping up is the hardest part. 

Second: The Fat Pitch is a favorable investing environment. Old hands talk about there 
being only a few good times each year to be involved in the market. The remainder are 
unprofitable. I think this is correct. The Weekly Market Summary is intended to help discern 
when it is favorable to be long (or short) and when it is best to work on improving your French. 
 
Every day, week, and year is a learning experience. The purpose of this site is to help refine what 
constitutes a Fat Pitch. Like baseball, you have to continue to work on your swing. 

 

Our Objectives 
 

The objective of the Fat Pitch is to provide a structured, quantitative, and empirical 
methodology for evaluating the state of the market. At any point in time, there are a variety of 
factors pulling on the market. We want to determine the relative importance of each factor in 
order to answer two questions: 

1. In which direction should we be investing in the market?  

2. Are tailwinds behind this direction or are headwinds picking up? 
 

Every Friday we publish a Weekly Market Summary with green, yellow, and red lights on it. 
Green is good and red is bad. Everything on this site is in support of this market summary.  

The little tabs across the top of the site (trend, breadth, etc.) mirror the different factors we 
follow to monitor the market. There is nothing here that does not fit with the methodology.  

Anytime you want to understand why a factor is red or green, click on the tab and read the 
accompanying analyses. To the fullest extent possible, we quantify and use empirics to 
determine the state of every factor. 
 

The Fat Pitch is authored by Urban Carmel, see below. 
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Urban Carmel 

 

Strategy Consultant and Finance Commentator 

 

Current  1. The Lewis Carmel Group 

Previous  2. UBS Securities Indonesia,  

3. East Asia Hamon Asset Management,  

4. McKinsey & Company 

Education  1. Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 
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